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1. CONSTRUCTION OF GREENH 1USE BEDS AND BENCHES FOR SUB-IRRIGATION. 

A water-tight bed, or bBnch bottom, is necessary in sub-irrigation, 
and there are several methods by which this may be secured. 

Our first. attempt was made with matched lumber or flooring, the 
joints being filled with white lead. The objection to this method of con
struction is partly on account of the cost, but more p!),rticularly because 
of the fact that when the boards swell the bottom bulges upward, displac
ing the irrig>lting tile and causing leakage. 

It has been found that common barn boards, or any rough lumber, 
answeres better, if the cracks are battened with lath, and a layer of cement 
is spread over the entire b)ttom, deep enough to almost cover the lath. 
About one-third of good cement and two-thirds sand, made quite thin 
with water, spread on to the depth of about half an inch, and not allow.ed 
to dry too quickly, answers the purpose very well. The bottom boardt1 
w1lllast longer than when the soil is placed directly upon them, but the 
.supports underneath need to be somewhat nearer together than in the 
ordmary method of conRtruction, so as to prevent springing of the hoards, 
which cracks the cement. 

The greatest difficulty is found in making the sides of the benches 
water-tight, as no matter how well the side boards are nailed to the bot
t(Jm b ards, they will spring away and cause leakage. To obviate this the 
cement needs to be put on more thickly at the side!', bringing it up 
against the side boards two or three inch0s high, and from one to two 
inches thick. In fact the office of the cement is to hold the water, while 
the side boards protect the cement and retain the soil. 

In case it is desired to make a bed on the ground the bottom may be 
.constructed in the same manner as an ordinary cellar bottom, except tbat 
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the cement need not be as thick. Sometimes the bottom may be made 
directly on the clay sub-soil, or clay may be brought in for the purpose 
and no cement used. There may be some leakage in a clay bottom, but 
not sufficient to do any harm. In all cJses there must be a level bottom, 
or at least the slope must be slight, and all in one direction. Inequalities 
in the bottom will prevent the proper working of the irrigating tile and 
result in unequal distribution of the water, hence a perfect grade is essen
tial. In case benches are constructed, the best plan is to use indestruct
ible material altogether. 

The interior of one of the houses at the Station, with the bench sup
pJrts ready for the tile bottom, is shown in Fig. I. It will be seen that 
the iron gas pipe posts, upon which the pur lines rest, support the benches 
as well as the roof. These posts are of 1;{-inch gas pipe, eight feet apart, 
a row along each side of the walb and one row through the middle, mak
ing five rows in all. There are additional posts between these which reach 
to the tops of the benches only, making the bench posts four feet apart. 
To these posts are fastened, by means of clips, 1~-inch gas pipe, laid hori
zontally, at the proper height for the bench bottoms. The clips are of 
l-inch strap iron, held with stove bolts, and are quite as good as the more 
CJstly c1st iron clips. UpJn the horizontal gas pipes are laid the T iron 
supports for the tile bottoms. In this case the supports for the tile are of 
cast iron, and differ from the ordinary T iron in having the lower fiangn 
wider in the middle than at the ends, a lip cast at the ends to hold the 
bench sid>:Js in place, and a concave to rest upon and brace the horizontal 
pipe supports. 

Fig, II Ehows the same house with the tile bottoms, and sides of tte 
benches Teady for the cement and irrigating tile In this case the tiles 
are 8 x 12 inches, but any desired size may be used. Tiles of this d-'Ecrip· 
tion are not fo 11nd in the market generally, but were m:1de by A. Brand
stetter, Wooster, 0, by dividing ho1low brick, which are 4 x 8 x 12 incheE, 
as they came from the molding machint'. These are cheaper than the tiLs 
ordinarily used for this purpose, and quite as good as those specially 
designed for greenhouses. Another form 12 x 24 inctws in size ic~ made 
by the H. B. Camp Co., of Greentown, 0. TbiR has the advantage of 
requiring less cross bars than the other form. 0 :-dinary drain tiles answer 
very well, hut those with six sides are prelem-Kl, as if tLey d,J not quite 
fit, when laid Ride by side, they may be turned so that the anf(les, or 
points, touch. Thus when a row is laid across the bench it may be 
lengtherwd or shortened, by simply turning some of the tiles. It makes 
but little diff;,rence in the co:;t, whether large or mwll tiles are used, but 
the small Pized tiles, usually 2-lQ-inch. are preferred, as they take up less 
space ani do not require as wide bench sideP. 
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The sides of tbe benches are of ordinary roofing slate, 7 x 24 inches 
in size, and were made by cutting H x :2"1-inch slates in two lengthwise. 
These slatt'S are held in place hy galvanized iron Cilps, on both top and 
bottom, and are shown in Fig,;. II and Ill. The slate sides rest upon the 
ends of the cast iron suppurt,; for the tile, and are held in place at the 
bottom by the lifJS above referred to, and at the top are fastened to the 
posts with copper wire. 

Fig. III shows the ~ame house with the bench bottoms cemented, and 
the irrigating tiles laid, ready for the soil. The cementing is done in the 
same manner as described for wooden benches, and it is necess~ry to bring 
the cement well up against the sides, as aL this p,•int the leak:tge is most 
likely to occur, although the slate sides do not Hpring outward)H the same 
manner as board sideR. 

The irrigating tiles ma,y be laid length w i,;e or cross wist; the bode, but 
about fiity feet is the greatest lengr.h ot ti.lb that wlll work satiBiactorily 
on a level, and if the runs are to he longer than this, there should be one 
or two inches fall to each fifty feet. It wilt be necessary, however, in caee 
there is a fall, to check the w;1ttlr at intervJJs, in onlc>r to prevent a too 
rapid flow towards the lower end. This may be easily dvne by insm ting 
strips of tin into the joints as often as w::ed be, so a8 to partially intercept 
the flow, and to cause the water to run out at the joint~ wherever ne<dt d. 
\Vhen properly laid, rows of tile severn,l hund::ed feet in length could bH 
made to work satisfactorily, hut we have had the best euecesrJ with short 
runs of tile, laid crm:swise the benches. Instead· of u~ing elbovvs of sew<r 
pipe as shown in the cut a cheaper plan is to employ common tile alto
gether. In this case, the end of the outer tLe is rl'!,;eed ;;;oiLS to come above 
the top of the bench, in order to admit of inserting 1he hose in watt ring. 
\Vhen the tiles are laid crosswise the bPncher;, sevend m ty be watered at 
once by means of a piece of gas pipe with hole's bored at suitab;e ditltanceB. 
When the tiles are laid, they nre simply placed cn.l to end, and no cement 
is needtd, although it is sometimes used, to prevent the tiles becoming 
displaced in filling the benches with sciL 

Ga,s pipe, with holes bored at intervals, has been used with success, 
also a pipe, called "structural iron pipe." This differs from nrdinary iron 
pipe in having a sht along one si1le. Where the slot is nearly closed, 
so as to not allow the water to How too fn:ely, this pipe aLHwers very 
well, but 2~-inch drain tiles are cheaper tban anything dse and are per
fectly satisfactory. These tiles are, of courde, removtd ard put in place 
again, each time the soil in th0 b ncheH is rcmwed Another thing in 
favor of 2~ or 3-inch tilee, is that the capacity is s~1fli•:ient, so that it may 
be filled quickly and the operator may g l on td another tile, al'owlng the 
water to soak out into the soil, knowicg that enough bas bien given to 
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last several days; but if iron pipes are used the size must be small because 
of the cost, and the watering must be more frequent in consequence. 

ll. HISTORY OF SUB-IRRIGATION IN THE GREENHOUSE. 

The first suggPstion of sub-irrigation in the greenhom;e was made by 
E. C. Green and W. S. Turner, asaistants in the horticultural department, 
and grew out of an attempt to prevent ·the lettuce rot. A few lettuce 
plants were set in a box, in which a tile was so placed as to admit of water
ing, without wetting the foliage, the purpose being to test the theory that 
wetting the foliage induces or favors the development of rot. The lettuce 
in the boxes grew so finely that the experiment was enlarged, in order to 
test the efiect of that method of wat,ering on the growth, liS well as to 
determine the relation of sprinkling the foliage to the health of the 
plants. 

The further development of the plan is due to the combined eff<Jrts 
of the Horticulturist and assistants, E. C. Green and W. S. Turner. The 
experiments were begun in lSDO and carried on two years iu the green
houses first built by the Station and now occupied by the horticultural 
department of the State University. The rernoval from Columbus to 
Wooster caustd asuspension of the work one year by the Station, although 
Mr. Turner who remained as foreman in the hortieultural department ol 
the Universit,Y, repeated the experiments on a somewhat larger seale, the 
remits of which have been published in various periodieals by Professor 
\V. n. Laz:mby and othera. These experiments were first mentioned in 
the annu:.tl report of this Station for 1891, and a report of progress was 
made in Bulletin 43, S.;ptember, 18D2, and ag.tin in the annual reports 
for 1893 and lf\81. 

In I:hlietin 83, of the We1lt Virginia Station, Profes:Jor F. W. R:1ne 
gave an account of hia experiments in the same line. 

The Horticulturist of tbis S~ation haR prepartJd a eh1pter on sub-irri
gation in thl-3 greenhouse, for n work on greenhouse management by Pro
fessor L. R. Taft, and has made brief mention of the progress of the work 
in the proceedings of both the State and Columbus horticultuul societies. 
A newspaper bulletin wac< prepaied early la~t season, giving bri("f instruc
tions as to the method of construction ot benchea for the purpose, but 
there have been numerous calls for further information on the ::;abject, 
both as to results of experiments with various crops, and methods of 
operation. 

The litErature of ihe suhjeet, which is comprised in the publleations 
named abcwc•, 1 xe,·pt a lew short newspaper notices, is not only Escattered, 
but is incomplde ,;s to detailt~, hence it seems best to make another report, 
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of progress, especially since it may take some time to bring the experi
ments to a satisfactory state of completion, although enough is already 
known to warrant giving the facts to the public. 

It was with some degree of hesitancy that the first reimltR were 
announced, as it was thought that in some cases, at least, bad effects might 
follow sub-irrigation. According to accepted theories, plants could not 
long continue to thrive when watered by this method, since no provision 
is made for bench drainage, and for this reason the publication of results 
has been somewhat delayed Now that the matter is better understood, 
fears on this score seem to be groundless, hence there is no longer any 
doubt as to the propriety of giving out the results and recommending the 
practice. The belief that bench drainage is essential gave birth to these 
fears, but that it is not essential in sub-irrigation has been fully demon
strated. 

It has been feared also that in sub-irrigated houses the air might be 
so dry that plants would not thrive, and that the red spider would find 
such conditions very favorable for rapid multiplication. The relative 
humidity of sub irrigated and surface watered houses has not been de
termined, but some preliminary experiments fail to show any decided 
difference, besides we have seen no suffering of the plants because of in
sufficient moisture in the air. 

Nearly entire houses, where vegetables were grown, have been 
devoted to sub-irrigation for a sufficient time to show that the anticipated 
danger does not exist, so far as they are concerned, but the test has not 
been so complete with flowering plants. 

With vegetables, no attention has been given to the red spider, as it 
is not particularly troublesome on such plants, and with florist's stock the 
usual plan of syringing the foliage has been followed, but that the red 
spider is worse in sub-irrigated than in surface watered houses we cannot, 
at. present, either affirm or deny. 

That the watering of the surface of the soil, incident to the necessary 
syringing, detracts from the effwt of sub-irrigation is admitted, however. 
For this reason sub-irrigation may prove to be of greater value to veget
able growers than to florists, but our experiments have progressed suffi
ciently far to show that it is the best method of watering in all cases, 
where plants are grown in beds or on benches. 

The importance of sub-irrigation in the greenhouse is sufficient to 
warrant a full diecus'>ion of the subject, but the results with some of the 
crops which may be grown by this method must be reserved for a future 
bulletin. To facilitate a clearer statement of the case some general prop
ositions will first be offered, after which the results with special crops willi 
be discussed. 
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III. GENERAL PROPOSITIONS REGARDING SUB IHRfGATION IN TIIE 

GREENHOUSE. 

(1.) W(ttering by sub-irrig:1iion in the greenhouse is rnore cheaply clone 
than by the ordinary rnethod: Watering by this method Eaves both labor 
and water, but in most casEs_ the first ittm alone is worth considering 
As explained in another connection, the rows of irrigating tile are laid 
two and one-half feet apart on the ben(;hes, thus making it possible to 
water a strip of the bed of the above width, and of whatever length the 
row of tile may happen to be, equivalent in some cases to 100 square feet 
or more, without the operator changing position. It is possible, however, 
for one pers0n to attend to several rows of tile at the same time, and to 
thoroughly water a house 20 x 100 feet in half an hour. This is not only 
less time than the same space could be watered in the ordinary manner, 
but the watering needs to be done less frequently. The saving of labor 
depends almost wholly upon the completeness of the arrangements for 
watering, and no doubt in large establishments this saving might be car
ried much farther than now seems to be possible, even to the extent of re
ducing the cost of wutering to ltss than one· fifth of t.he present necessary 
outlay. 

The arrangement is really self regulating, after the hose is inserted 
into the tile, as the water simply runs out through the joints of the tile 
and P' rmeates the adjacent soil, thus requiring no care on the part of 
the operator in its distribution. An inexperienced hand can do as good 
work as t!1e most expert, as he need give no heed to the work, further 
than to insert the hose and withdraw as soon as the tile is filled, thus 
making it pnssible to employ cheap labor. 

(2.) Watenng by ~11b-~rrigation in t! e greenhouse is more ejJicitr1tly done 
than by the ordinary method: When plants in beds are watered by pouring 
water on the surface of the soil, much care is required to make the distri
bution perfect, as well as to give the requisite quantity. Attention to de
tail is necesmry in the first and a thorough knowledge of the needs of 
plants in the !"econd. Should the knowledge be wanting, or the details 
be omitted, bad tHects are sure to follow, and the cbmage is not easy to 
repair. 

If insuflicient water is given at first the 1 ottom soil is apt to become 
dry r:,nd hard, a condition not ea 'Y to remedy, even by exces,·live watering 
in the future. Such a state of affairs cannot occur with sub-irrigation, if 
the beds are properly constructed, nor can there be any dry spots in the 

beds. 
Excessive watering on the surface produces a condition not less ob

jectionable, which will be referred to more particularly in another place, 
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but in this connection it may be said that plants do not suffer from too 
much watn in the soil when the excess is below and the surface is loofe 
and friable, as when the3e cowlitions are reversed. That is, a water 
logged condition of the soil is le~s likely to occur by sub- than by surface 
irrigation, and by the first named method the water is put where it is 
most netded, and where it can do the leaE<t harm, in case too much is ap
plied for the pre,:ent needs of the plants. A reasonably careiul man, wi,th 
almost no experience, can do bet.ter work in watering plants by sub-irri
gation than the most skillful can by the ordinary method. 

With the lettuce crop, the difficulty of watering becomes greater as 
the plants increase in size. If the foliage is sprinkled it is kept C)nstantly 
wet, thus favoring the development of the rot, a':ld if the hose is inserted 
between the plants, more or less injury i' done them, besides the surface 
of the soil becomes puddlEd where the hose i:-~ pu:;:hed back and forth, 
When the plants reach maturity it is a difficult matter to give them as 
much water as they need, as the soil has become so compacted a~ to pre
vent free and uniform percolation. By sub-irrig.:ttion the watn can be 
given as eaRily in the last stages of growth as the first, and in any quantity 
desired, with lull assurance that it will be distributed evenly. 

(3 ) Where sub-irriga'ion 1's pract'iced in the greenhouse the soil dr1es 
not become compacted os by swf•we watering, bu,t ntains ~ts originr1l loose, 
fri'Lble conrlition, even w£thont freqtwnt stirring, nor do s zt become 1/VJssy, 

water logged and sour: This applies more particularly to soil having a 
conE'iderable per eent. of clay, but the same is, in a measure, true of a1l 
classes of soill. With some classes of plants the foliage must be syrir:ged 
to keep the red spider in check, and in this manner the soil is watered 
more or less, causing a crust to form on the surf:Jce, which must be broken 
by digging; but the compacting of the soil is directly proportioned to 
the quantity of water applied to the surface. No matter how frequ' ntly 
the soil is stirred, where surface watering is practiced, it cannot be kept 
in as good condition as where sub-irrigation is followed, and by the latter 
m .thod the working of the soil is made comparatively easy. 

Examination of sub-irrigated beds shows tbat the surface of the soil 
is loose and friable, heeoming firmer below, where it often app<>ars to be 
somewhat soggy. This lattrr condition disappears as the soil dries out, 
and hardening doc:s not occur. The soil may be workPd at any time 
without danger of makiug it hard, as the surface is always comparatively 
dry, unless the watering has been excessive a short time befort>. \Ve have 
found that soil which contains so much clay as to be unfit for use in the 
greenhome, where surface watering is practiced, answers very well for 
sub-:rrig.ttion. 
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( 4.) Plants are less liable to suffer from overwatering and diseases by 
sub-irrigation than where the water is applied to the surface: The possi
bility of overwatering by sub-irrigation may be tentatively admitted, 
but in practice we have not found the limit to the quantity of water 
which may be safely used. The quantity applied at one time may be in 
excess of the needs of the plants for several days and no harm will follow. 
We have never injured a plant by this method of watering, nor have we
seen any symptoms of ill health which plari.ta often exhibit when watered 
too profusely and frequently on the surface of the soil. In practice we 
have used water liberally, and have been surprised to note the quantity,. 
not only which may be used without injury to the plants, but which 
seems to be necessary for the best results. 

Whether to water sparingly, but frequently, or less often and pro
fusely, has not been determined, but no bad results appear to follow when 
the beds are saturated and then allowed to remain several days· and to 
become partially dry before another application is made. 

We have found that sub-irrigation is not only safer than surface 
watering, but that, on clay soil at least, it is the only method by which 
plants can be given all the w.tter they require. Plants will thrive on less 
water by sub- than by surface irrigation, but they will also use much 
more, if it is applied, hence the greater possibility of forcing growth by 
the former than by the latter method. More attention has been given to 
comparative growth, on surface and sub-irrigated plots, than to relative 
prevalency of diseases; but lettuce rot has shown a preference for surface 
watered plants, in some cases in quite a marked manner. Tht injury 
done to roses by nematodes haR been much greater where the plants were 
surface watered than where sub-irrigated. Where the Jat!r method has 
been practiced the plants have almost outgrown the diEease, but have 
succumbed where surface watered. 

(5.) All classes of plants which may be grown upon greenhouse benches 
thrive better by sub-irrigation than by the ordinary method of watering : 
The demonstration of this proposition will be found under the head of 
results of experiments, but it will not be out of place to assign some 

, reasons which appear to be valid, although not oftered as a full and 
sufficient explanation. 

No doubt the physical effect of sub-irrigation upon the soil, which 
has been referred to, has an important bearing upon the matter, for it is 
well known that the more porous and friable tbe soil can be kept th•J better 
it is for the plants growing in it. Vegetable matter is o:ten added, and 
rotted sod is used for the purpose, as well as sand and cinder.~. It is true 
that sub-irrigation does not pnluca this Ioo3e, friable condition of the 
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soil, but simply helps to retain or to preserve it, thus making continuous 
aeratic:m of the soil possible. 

The mere presence of the tile in the beds has been supposed to have 
some beneficial effect in promoting aeration, but when placed in surface 
watered beds they have not appeared to have any effect. More or less air 
enters the soil through the tile, along with the water, but the surface of 
the soil ofters a much greater area of exposure, and being more permeable 
than the lower portions it follows that aeration takes place mostly from 
above. 

In the light of well known facts regarding soil aeration it can hardly 
be disputed that sub-irrigation is in this manner beneficial, but there are 
other potential factors. Uniformity and constancy in the supply of 
moisture to the roots of plants are favorable to growth, and these condi
tions are assured with sub-irrigation. That plants grown by sub-irriga
tion take up more water than those watered in the ordinary manner may 
be inferred from the fact that they grow faster and have a greater leaf 
development. 

It has been urged against this method of watering that unless 
sprinkling is resorted to undue dryness of the air will result, but it is by 
no means certain that such a condition occurs, and if so it has not been 
shown to be detrimental. Plants thrive in arid regions where the air i& 
dry, if water is supplied to the roots; moreover, we have some excellent 
experimental testimony which ought to set at rest all such fears. 

The Botanist of this Station, A. D. Selby, has called attention to and 
kindly translated the following extract from Frank's Krankheiten der 
Pjlanz,n, page 310: 

"The nutrition and production of plants are diminished in an atmosphere constantly 
moist. This depends upon the fact that in air saturated with water vapor the plants 
cease to transpire. Bot the stream of transpiration water that goes through the plant is
the nwdium in which the food materials from the soil are conducted into the plant, 
because pr•·cisely these enter into the plant dissolved in this water, but remain behind 
in it when the plaut again gives off pure water in vapor form and thereby makes room 
to take np a eorresponding q,1antity of new food materials from the soil. In tobacco 
plants the dim \nished proc:nction of mineral constituents, as well as organic plant con· 
stituent~, in consequence of suppressed transpiration, has been observed, the plants
whose transpiration was obBtructed, furnishing, in comparison with those under other
wise, the same condition, bnt with unhindered transpiration, less mineral matter, less
nicotine, oxalic acid, citric acid, malic acid, pectose, cellulose and protein, but, on the 
other hand, much starch. It appears to follow from this that the suppressed transpira
tion has as a consequence a diminished introduction ,of mineral matter from the soil, 
but does not hinder the formation of starch ~rains in the leaves from carbon dioxide 
and water. Therefore only the production of those plant constitue,ts is influenced t()e 
whose origination constituents of the soil food materials are requirel." 

The greater leaf development of sub-irrigated plants indicates that 
they transpire more wat,er than those that are surface watered, but the-
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method of watering the latter may be the means of introducing more 
water into the air than is really needed by the plants, and the ffiorts of 
gardeners to produce a moist air in the greenhouse may often be mi,;
directed. It has been demonstrated by the author above quoted that 
plants have become "drawn" in an over moist atmosphere, and other ill 
efiects follow also, such as dropping the lower leavt>R. etc. R g '.rding the 
general statement of the proposition we have yet to find any exception~. 
Sub-irrigation may not be the best method of watering all ela:o«;s of 
plants, because of practical ditlieulties in some cacfs, hut the ract ru:nains 
that we have found no plants that do not thrive better by this 1han by 
the ordinary method of watering. Our experiments have inc:udcd 
plants most commonly grown on greenhouse b,·nchrs, such as bttuce, 
radishes, cucumbers, tomatoes, Fpinach, parsley, cauliflower, beets, sweet 
peas, smilax, roses, gladioli, carnations, violets, ehrysauthemums and 
ferns. As might be expected, theo:e are not all bendltt d in the same 
degree by sub-irrigation, but all are improved by it, and ~,ufliciently to 
warrant its use wherever practicable. 

IV. THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS IN SUB-IRRIGATION. 

The results of exp~riments which follow in this and succeeding bul
letins may be regarded as the demonstration of proposition five. The 
full results may not be ready for some time but will be given out as soon 
as possible. 

LETTUCE. 

The first experiments in sub-irrigation, as before stated, were with 
lettuce plants, grown in boxes about lG inches Equare, and with &bout 10 
inches of soil. These b,)Xt:S were water-\,ight, and in order to obviate the 
necessity of wetting the foliage of the plants, a 2}inch drain tile was 
placed in an upright position, in each box, so that the plants could be 
supplied with water by simply pouring it into the tile and allowing it to 
percolate through the soil. The leaves of the plants were not watcrd, 
nor was the surface of the soil. 

The object of the experirmnt was simply to test the theory that wet
ting the foliage is favorable to the development of lettuce rot, hence care 
was taken to supply water to the roots only. 

Bec,mse of the belief that drainage is necessary for plants growing in 
pots, boxes or beds, it was with some surprise that the pl:mts were not 
onlv f.,nn'l to <lo Hs well by this method of watering as by the one orrl 
narily pn~tic3d, but even b:ltter. TherJ wts a gain ot Wl:g'1t ln fv.' '·' 

the sub-irrig.1ted pLtnts equ1.l to 2.) per cent. 
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Experiments on a larger scale were planned at once, and a bed n X 1(} 
feet was prepared on the ground, and another of the same dimensions in 
the center of the middle bench in one of the houses. Sections of the 
same bench were reserved on either side for surface watering. The bottom 
of this bench was made water-tight by laying matched flooring in whit& 
lead. 2-~--inch drain tiles were laid two and one-half feet apart crosswise 
the benches, and holes were bored through the sides to admit the hose in 
watering. The usual quantity of soil was then placed on the bench and 
the plants set out. The first trial of the beds was even more in favor of 
sub-irrigation than in the boxes. 

The second season another section was taken in the house alongside 
ihe first, also some portions of the sidf'l benchee. The result in every case 
was in favor of sub-irrigation, the highest gain being 100 per cent. above 
surface watering. In these experiments there was a very uniform stand 
and growth of plants in both plots, but those in the sub-irrigated beds 
stood about twice as high as the others and the weight was double. In 
order to illustrate the tiifference, two plants were taken, one from thCJ sub
irrigii.ted bed weighing 10 ounce3, and the other fr0m the surface watered 
bed weighing five ounces, and photographed. These were representative 
plants from the respective b:Jds, being as fair an average as coulq be taken, 
and are shown in Fig. IV. 

It may be admitted that plants quite as large can be grown by surface 
watering, as 10 ounces has olten been exceeded, but a longer time is re
quired in which to do it. 

It should he here explained that all of the weights given of lettuce 
are of the fresh plants, as so')n as cut, and before washing. It is cus
tomary to wash lettuce before weighing, when it is sold by weight, 
according to the practice. in some markets, and had this plan been 
fvllowed the weighings would have been much beavi<:lr, but as this would 
have been a source of variation and error, it was thought better to follow 
the plan named. In some trials the results Wt~re not so marked, but in 
all cases there was a decided gain in favor of sub-irrigation, but as these 
earlier rmmlts agree with th)se oht'1ined recently, it is not nece~sary to 
give them in detail. In one sub-irrigated bed the gain in a siugle crop 
was sufficient to pay the cost of putting in a new bench h •ttom, counting 
the value of the crop at 15 cents per pound. but in all ea~es the outlay 
for reconstruction was more than reimbursc:d the first season. In con
structing the houses at Wooster nearly all the b,·nch·.·s were made water
tight for sub-irrigation, and only a small part was le t fur surl<:c.• wat·~ring, 
the reverse of the plan at. Columbus. Three houses, eaeh 20 x 10 l eet1 

have been devoted almost wholly to lettuce, nearly all of wbi,·h batl been 
sub-irrigated. A middle section in each house has been res•·rvu.l for 
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surface watering and the end benches are divided, half being watered by 
one method and half by the other. Incidentally, this arrangement may be 
referred to as affording an opportunity to note the behavior of plants in 
houses where the moisture in the air, in addition to the normal quantity, 
()Omes almost wholly from plant transpiration. 

In the following table the rflsults with a. number of varieties are givPn. 
This was not intended as a variety experiment, as those in the list are not 
()Omparable in the manner presented, sincesome are varieties which form 
heads while others do not. All that it is intended to show is the relative 
development of each variety by the two methods of watering. In this 
experiment each lot was carried through the entire season of growth by 
the method indicated. That is, the sub-irrigated plants were treated in 
that manner from the time the seed was sown until the crop was harvested. 
The particular method of operation is described more fully under the 
head of cultural notes. The surface watered plants, on the other hand, 
were surface watered during their entire sea.son of growth. This is 
referred to pa?'ticularly because it is not the plan which has been followed 
in the greater number of our experiments. It will be seen that the 
average gain in favor of the sub irrlgctted plots was about 100 per cent. 

TABLE I.-THE R~suLTS OF SURFACE AND f'uB-IRRIGATION WITH TEN VARIETIES 

OF L~;TTUU.E. 

Surface watered. Sub-irrigated. 

Variety. 
Number of I Wdght. Number d Weight. plants. plants. 

·------ -----, 

Ounces. Ounces 
Chicago Forcing ....................... 5 11 5 22 
Denver Market ........................ 5 8 5 12 
Tilton's White S•ar .................. 5 11 

I 
5 32 

Henderson's N. Y ................... 10 22 10 40 
Hanson ····················· ........... 10 18 10 48 
Grand Rapids ......................... 25 80 25 208 
Iceberg ................................. 15 32 15 47 
Big Boston ............................. 15 21 I 15 51 
Large Boston ........................ 10 14 

I 
10 31 

Raw~on's Hot House ................ 15 I 23 15 41 
I 
I 

In Table II the separate results of 15 experiments are given. It is 
not necessary to discus_;; these results in detail, for they agree in the main, 
although there is some variation, as might be expected, owing to the vary
ing circumstances under which the experiments were conducted-early 
and late in the season, in different homes and by different men-nor 
would it add to the force of the argument to give a greater number of 
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.examples. No E;ifort has been made to select examples, further than to 

.secure a fair average, rather than to present the highe3t or the lowest. 
The average gain of the sub-irrigated over the surface watered in the above 
cases was a little more than 40 per cent. This increase in weight was 
made in a little more than six weeks, or from the time the plants were set 
in the benches to the end of the experiments. That is, all of the plants 
were sub-irrigated while growing in the fiats, or during about half of their 
;period of growth, and not until they were planted in the benches was surface 
watering commenctld. This is a less favorablfl showing for sub-irrigation 
than is made in Table I, by the plan above described of carrying the 
plants through their entire period of growth by the respective methods of 
watering. 

T.ABLE II.-REsuM·s IN FrFTEEN SuB-IRRIGATION ExPERIMENTS WITH GRAND 

RAPIDS LETTUCE. 

Surface watered. Sub-irrigated. 

Experiment. 
Number of W•ight. Number of I Weight. plants. plants. 

Ounces. Ounces. 
!. ........................... ·~ •••• II ....... 140 474 140 637 
{!. .......................................... 100 374 100 512 
III. ......................................... 75 287 75 383 
IV ... .................. , ................... 100 299 100 453 
v .... ......................................... 55 297 55 340 
VI ......................................... 100 545 100 602 
VII. ................................. 25 132 25 176 
VIII ....................................... 25 121 25 130 
IX ......................... ............... 35 212 35 242 
X ........................................... 150 477 160 572 
XI .......................................... 107 554 107 644 
xrr ......................................... 144 262 144 337 
XIII ....................................... ! 32 

I 
107 32 147 

XIV ....................................... 
1 

96 280 96 380 
v ........................................ 160 156 160 452 X 

In the above examples the surfl;J,Ce and sub-irrigated plots were side 
by side, but a more satisfactory plan is to alternate the plots. This, how-
4:lver, cannot be extended very far, as the difference in heat in the two 
ends of a house is considerable. A very good plan is to take a section of 
.a bed in the middle of a house and treat by one method of watering, 
while two sections of the same size on either side are treated according to 
the other method. This has been done in several cases and some exam
ples are given in Table III. In these experiments the plants were treated 
in the same manner as those in the experiments above mentioned, 
i. e., all were sub-irrigated until they were planted in the benches. After 
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that time Sections A and C were sub-irrigated, and Section B was surf11ce 
watered. The average gain of the sub-irrigated plots over the surface 
watered was about 38 per cent., or very nearly the same as average of the 
15 experiments in Table II. 

TABLE III.-COMPARTSON OF SURFACE WATER!i'D SECTIONS WITH i"VB lRR!G«'nL 

SECTIONS mr EITHER SIDE, 75 GRAND RAPIDS PLANTS IK EACH 8EUTIUN. 

Section A, sub-irri- I · Section B, BUrface 
gated. watered. 

i 
I Section C, sub-irri-
i gated. 

------- -----------· 
Experiment I......... Weight, 385 ounces ... Weigh1, 325 ounces... Weight, 420 ounces 
Experiment II....... " 487 " " 3Z9 " " 4!16 " 
Experiment III...... " 308 '' ... J " 229 " " 34.5 

In all of the experiments thus far referred to, but one point has been 
considered, and that is the increase in weight by sub-irrigation. Aside 
from the relative prevalency of disease in plants treated by the two 
methods, there are but few practical questions. 

Although not a matter of much practical importance, some interest 
attaches to the fact that sub-irrigated lettuce is earlier than that grown in 
the ordinary manner. It does not really come to maturity any earlier, 
if by that is meant the stage at which the plants cea;.;e to increa~e in 
weight, caused by the dying of the lower leaves, but it does reach a rnar
ketable o,ize sooner. It is customary to allow the plants to stand as long 
B,s they continue to improve, but in case it is desirable to cut before that 
time it will be found that the sub-irrigated lettuce will be a wetk to ten 
days ahead of the other. 

Should the size to which surface watered lettuce ran be grown be set 
as a standard, and the sub-irrigated cut when it reaches that E<ize, it will 
be found that the latter will be ready four to six weeks from the time of 
planting in the beds, and the surface watered must be allowed to remain 
from six to eight weeks to attain the same size. 'vVhether we reckon in 
thiE< manner, or by the actu<tl weight of the crops huvested ~uring the 
"!eason, there is a gain in mv; eeawn of about. one crop by sub·irrigation. 
Both the yield and vr:ce vary, of eoune; but for a house 20 x 100 fet>t the 
difference in s. E<ingle r,;easrm bet W' en surfaee aud su ]-irrigation might 
safely be estimated at !rom ~fiO to ~· 00. Tbe htter figure might not be 
reached, except on very heavy elay soil, and on soil spteially arlapted to 
lettuce the difference might be nen l< s~ 1hnn the lowec:t, but experience 
has shown that it is more likely to exc;oe;l than to fall b 'lnw $50 

The difference is likely to be gr(•ater with new begiunero than with 
those of experience, a8 mure skill is requirt:1d to man11ge a crop by surface 



FIG. I.-INTERIOR OF GREENHOUSE, SHOWING IRON 8Ul'PORT8 READY FOR BENCH TtLE, 



Fiq.~Il.-lNTERIOR OF GREENHOUSE, SHOWING TILE BOTTOMS AND SLATE SIDES TO BENCHE;&, 



FIG. lii.-lNTERIOR:OF GREENHOUSE, SHOWING BENCHES WITH BOTTOJIIB CJWENTED, AND IRRIGATING TILE LAID, 



Fw. IV.-SuB- AND SuRFAn; IRRIGATED PLANTS OF THE SAME AoE. 

Fw. V.-SuRFACE AND SuB-IRRIGATED LETTUCE PLANTS, GRoWING IN FLATS. 
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than by sub-irrigation. It is an established fact that good Fread' lettuce 
cannot be grown on heavy soil by surface watering, and the same is, in a. 
measure, true of all varieties. It is evident, therefore, that sub-irrigation 
greatly enlarges the possibilities of lettuce culture und('r glass. It not 
only makes the work easier for new beginners but it makes it possible too 
use soil that would otherwise be precluded. More than that, it solvts the 
prob!em of meeting competition from the South, which competition bide 
fair to ruin the business of vegetable forcing at the North, unles.s im pro0vedi 
methods are adopted by Northern gardeners. 

V. SUGGESTIONS REGARDIKG THE CULTURE OF LETTUCE UKDER GLASIJ. 

This ground has been partially covered in a previous bulletin, but. 
the intt>rest in lettuce culture is growing, and inquiries are quit(;} frequent 
C(\flcerning methods and appliances. 

In 1he first place, local conditions should not be overlot'lked, such as 
soil and the market requirements. If the market demar,d,; head lettuce,. 
tben it is of the utmost importance that the ~coil should have a consider
able P'·r cent of sand, and at the same time be sufliciently fertile. and 
have capacity for holdiiJg moisture. Non-heading sorts, like the Grand 
Rapid~, are :pot so particular as to soil, but it is a difficult matter to grow 
any kind on a soil with much c1ay in it, by surface watering, and even if 
sub-inigation is practiced such Eoil should be avoided. It would b5' 

futile to attempt to grow lettuce according to methods in vogue in the 
E •At on a heavy clay soil. Swamp muck, compo~ted with one-fourth or 
one- half horse manure, answers very well for either sur'ace or sub-irriga
tion, particularly for the latter. It has the advantage of being light and 
erJR,ly band ed, and never hardens; moreover, it bas considerable capacity 
for water. 

T.Le addttirm of fine sand will greatly improve a clay soil, and 
it is lHlvi,ab!P, if such soil is used, to take it from an old fence row, using; 
the sod only It may be in!erred from the above tba', lettucP m·ty besuc-
c<-sslully grown on almost any Roil, and such is the fil.ct, if conditions· 
are thoroughly studied and the details carefully lookl d after. N everthe-· 
less it. is better to select a soil naturally adapted to the purpoee if possi· 
ble, but in any ca~fl wch artific:al means aR com posting and sub irriga-· 
tion ought not to b-1 twglrcted. 

Regarding varieties but little need be sa.id, as but very few are suite,.. 
hh~ Jor the purpo:e. 01 those that form heads a good strain of the· 
Tennis Ball is the h'":<t, but in th;s section it is not b:->st t<) gr.>w any of 
this dai!R ' Ht•ad le t.lC" i~ more particular as t >soil, rn-•re ~ul•j ct to rot,. 
r• quires m r"' room and iR longer in coming to m.,..turity than Grand. 

2* EX, tlT Fll.fL, ()j 
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R tpids or kindred sorts. In Eastern markets none but head lettuce will 
sell, but happily fur gardeners in this and surrounding sections no euch 
whims:citl discrimination is mad"l. Occasionally there is inquiry for head 
lettuce, but the Grand R >pids is usually taken as a subi:~titute without 
cvmplaint, and such being the case there is no need of growing any other 
kind. There is no other variety that will compare with it for profit in 
the region west of the Alleghenies, hence it is not necessary to offer any 
further argument to convince gardeners,.within these limits, that it is the 
kind to grow. 

Lettuce may be grown at any time of the year, but it flourishes best 
after midwinter until spring, and the demand is usually best at this time. 
But it is advisable to occupy the houses as early and as long as possible, 
hence the first sowings should be made in August or September. In 
larg~establishments it is customary to sow the seed in the beds that are 
used for the regular crop, and to transplant the young plants into the 
same beds, but in mo.st casea it is b3tter to sow in fiats and to transplant 
into fiats the first time also. The fiats in use here are 16 x 24 inches, 
and two inche3 deep. These fi tts have slatted bottoms, and when placed 
in a shallow vat of water the soil in them quickly becomes saturated. 

The labor of giving a single watering in this manner is more. than is 
required to sprinkle the surface, but the watering does not need to be 
repeated so soon. The total labor required is about the same by the two 
methods, but watering by soaking, or by sub-irrigation, gives better results 
than sprinkling, hence it is recommended wherever practicable. It is by 
no means so'impracticable on a large scale as may seem, for with vats, or 
water benches, conveniently located, the watering is easily done, and so 
thoroughly as to preclude any possibility of the plants suffering for water 
for several days. 

Fig. V shows two fiats, with lettuce plants 2 x 2 inches apart, those 
in the fiat on the left having been watered in the usual manner, and those 
on the right by the method described. The actual difference is greater 
than appears in the picture, as the relative height is not shown, simply 
the leaf development horizontally. It is not unusual to increase the size 
in this manner 50 per cent. or more in the three or four weeks which the 
plants occupy the fiats from the time of the first transplanting to the 
~econd, or when they are set in the beds. 

In case fiats are not used the plants may be set in beds and sub
irrigated in the usual manner, and thinned at the proper time, or all 
transplanted, as desired; but in any case it is advisable to sub-irrigate 
them during the entire period of their existence. 
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It is not ad dsa.ble, in any case, to sow tbe seed where the plants are 
t•J stand until muturt', as too much space is v;asted in this manner before 
the plants are large envugh to occui'Y it all. The proper plan is to keep 
the plants cruwJed a> closely as they will bear, so as to occupy the space 
fully. There is a limit to profitable crowding, however, and 2 x 2 at the 
firs~ and 6 x 7 inches at the ::;econd transplanting may be set as the lowest 
limit for the Grand Rapids. Head lettuce should be planted 4 x 4 inches 
apar~ at first, and 8 x 8 at the final. transplanting, when set in beds or 
benches. 

The plants should be kept growing fro\l). the start, and should receive 
no check for want of w11ter. They may be forced as rapidly as possible 
by means of fertilizers and frequent stirring of the soil, but not by too 
high a temperature-50 to 60 degrees in ·the day time, and about 10 
degrees lower at night, is about right. If the houses are kept much 
warmer than this, particularly at night, the lettuce rot is almost sure to 
injure or destroy the plants. l.f the foliage is kept wet by frequentsprink
liug the rot is mora likely to prevail than if no water is applied to the 
leav<s, but it will occur· in any event, if the house is kept too warm. 

The depth of the soil in the beds, and the position of the beds. 
whether on the ground or on benches, is a matter of considerable im
portance, if surface watering is practiced, but less so with sub-irrigation. 
Near B Jston, where head lettuce is grown extensively, tbe beds are on the 
ground altogether, and the s.Jil is a fo<::t or more in depth. There is a 
saving of the cost of benches by th]s method, and tha soil retains moisture 
better than a smaller quantity would on a bench. For this reason it is 
better to have the beds on the ground where surface watering is practiced, 
but for sub irrigation it does not matter in the least where the beds are, 
and six inches of soil is as good as m?re. As a matter of economy it is 
batter to phce the beds on the ground, except where the space under the 
henches can be profitably utilized, as in growing mushrooms, pie 
pb.nt, etc. 

In lettuce houses it is not so important to have the plants near the 
ghs;; as with some other crops, but in any case it is well not to place the 
roof any higher than need be, and to avoid shading the plants by the 
walls of the house. Ventilation is a matter that needs special attention 
in lettuce growing, for the fame reason that overheating must be avoided. 
Durin;~ very cold weather in winter is a critical time with the lettuce 
crop, eSJHCially if the d;l.JS are dark and cloudy, for the reason that 
vemilation is apt to be neglected. The still, damp air gives the fungus, 
which causes the lettuce rot, a good chance to grow, and owing to the 
nectssity of constant firing, the temperature is more likely to be too high 
than too low, hence a -bad attack of the rot often occurs at such times. 
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It is safer, in such cases, to run the riPk of reducing the tempNature toa 
much by Jrequent ventilation than to take the chances of the rot getting 
a start. Both extremes are to be avoided, but especially the one which 
favors the development of the rot. 

Watering by sub-irrigation may need some explanation, but the 
methocl is so simple that a very short experience will enab'e any one to 
·Understand how to operate it. As in sur'ace watering, the needs of the 
plants are to be studied, and water is to be supplied when they require 
it, as shown by the appearance of the f,llh•ge. Plants are not to be allowed 
to wilt, however, bbfore watering, but the practiced eye soon discovers 
when they are in netd of water. Sub-irrigated soil is often deceiving to 
the eye, as the top is dryer than the bottom, but a little experience will 
soon enable any one tv determine, by running the hand into the soil, 
when water is needed. Ic is generally safe to keep the surface of the soil 
quite dry, while the lower portions may be so wet that when pressed in 
the hand it will not Jail apart, but will retain the shape given it by the 
hand when the pre~sure is nmoved. More water than this may be ap
plied to lettuce plants, without injury, even to the extent of making the 
.surface of the soil appear to be wet. By this method of watering there is 
<less danger of over than underwatering, hence it is well to give water in 
.abundance. This is especially true of lettuce, as it requires large quanti
ties of water. 

There is no lleF~d of sprinkling the foliage of lettuce plants frequently 
.during growth. It may be well to sprinkle the plants once as soon as 
they are set in the beds, but it is not really essmtial, although they 
probably start to grow more quickly and surely than if sub-irrigated alto
gether. A slight wetting of the t'Urface of the soil saves such a complete 
eaturation as may be neCPFSJ.ry otherwise, while the plants are small, and 
before the roots have penetratad to any considerable distance. To con
ttinue to water on the surface is not advisable, as it is not only a waste of 
time but compacts the soil, which involves extra labor in working it up 
:a.gain Contrary to the general belief, the plants are not benefited by 
having the fulinge sprinkled, nor is it nece8Eary to sprinkle the walks in 
·order to introduc~· mcJisture into the air. These remarks refer to lettuce 
pbnts only, but so far as known might be applied to other vegetable 
.crops. 

As before stated, it is not known whether watt>ring sparingly and 
:fr,,qufmtly, or pnfusely and at long intervals, is the better plan; it ap
·pears to m1tter little 'vhich plan is followed, hence no rules can be laid 
.down. lt is possible to give sufficient water at the beginning to carry a 
.crop of lettuce through, but we have not followed this practice, nor does 
it.seero to be advisable to do so, for the quantity of water required varies 
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with the season and the size of the plants. The best plan is to give water 
as the plants stem to need it, and to be sure to give enough, as with let
tuce the danger lies in withholding rather ttan in overwatering. 

When lettuce is to be grown late in the spring, a hot btd, or a cold 
frame simply, answers better than a green home, as the latter becomes too 
warm, while the beds are more easily ventilated. Moreover, a better use 
<lan be made of the greenhouse in growing tomatoes at this season of the 
year. It is not advisable, at any rate, to attempt to force lettuce in the 
greenhouse, in this latitude, later than the first of April. A bulletin on 
tomato culture under glass will.be issued soon. 

SUMMARY.' 

(1.) A water-tight bench bottom is necessary in sub-irrigation, and 
may be made of matched lumber, or of any rough lumber, the cracks 
being b-tttened with lath, after which cement is spread over the bottom to 
the depth of half an inch. A better plan is to make the bench bottom 
of tile, with iron supports. A bed may be made on the ground also. 

(2.) The irrigating tile may be laid lengthwise or crosswi8e the beds 
and the latter plan has been the more satisfactory. If long runs of tile 
are used there should be a Rlight fall of one or two inches to the hundred 
feet, and strips of tin should be inserted into the Joints at intervals to 
check the too rapid flow of water to the lower end . 

. (3) Sub-irrigation in the greenhouse grew out of an attempt to pre
vent lettuce rot, by W!J.tering below so as to avoid wetting the foliage. 

( 4.) Watering by sub-irrigation is more efficiently and cheaply done 
than by the ordinary method; sub-irri~ated soil does not harden, but 
retains its original loose, friable condition, nor does it become mossy and 
water logged. Furthe:r;more, plants are less liable to sufftJr from over
watering and disease by sub than by surface watering, and in consequence 
grow more vigorously. 

(5.) These good effects are supposed to be largely due to the facts 
that sub-irrigated soil is always in a condition to allow the air to permeate 
it freely and that uniformity and constancy of the supply of moisture to 
the roots are assured by this rnothod of watering. 

(6.) The gain in weight of sub-irrigated lettuce over surface watered 
has been, in some cases, as high as 100 per cent., but in most of the exper
iments about 40 per cent. In one case the increase in the value of the 
crop was sufficient to pay the cost of the new bench bottoms, and in ali 
cases the cost of reconstruction has b3en reimbursed the first season. 
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(7.) It is a fact that good head lettuce cannot be grown on hravy 
soil by surface watering, and the same is, in a measure, true of all va
rieties; but with sub-irrigation this kind ot soil is not precluded, hence the 
method of watering greatly enlarges the possibilities of lettuce culture. 

(8.) Local conditions should not be overlooked, such as soil and 
market requirements. It would be futile to attempt to follow Eastern 
methods in this section, because the conditions are different. 

(9.) The head lettuces are grown in the East, but are not demanded 
in our markets, hence the Grand Rapids is more suitable here, as it can 
be grown more cheaply. 

(10.) The practice in vogue in the East of making beds on the ground 
and of using a foot or more of soil, although the best plan therE', is not 
necessarily so where sub-irrigation is practiced, as by this method six 
inches of soil is sufficient. 

(11.) Lettuce flourishes· best in the greenhouse from midwinter 
until spring, and is usually most in demand during tt1at period, but late 
in spring it does better in beds out of.doors, after which time the houses 
may be more profitably occupied withtomato€s. 

(12.) The best plan of starting the small plants is in fla1s, and these 
are btst watered by pbcing in shallow vats of water, so as to sub-irrigate.· 

(13.) The plants should be transplanted as soon as they show the 
second leaf, placing them 2 x 2 inches apart for Grand Rapids, and 
twice that distance for heading sorts; 6 x 7 inches for the former and 
8 x 8 inches for the l~tter when planted in beds. 

(14.) The plants ehould be kept growing from the start, but should 
not be forced in too high a temperature; 50 to 60 dt grees by day and 40 
to 50 by night being about right. A high temperature favors the devel
opment of lettuce rot. 

(15.) Ventilation is important or rot will appear. The most critical 
time is in cloudy, cold weather, because it is then not easy to ventilate. 

(16) No rule can be given for waiering, but w.hen sub-irrigated the 
soil should appea.r to be rather dry on top, and wet enough below so that 
when pres3ed in the hand it will not fall apart when rdeased, but retain 
the shape given it by the hand. 

(17.) The plants may be sprinkled once when set in the btd, but 
after that it is not necessary and is a waste of time, nor is there any r:.eed 
of sprinkling the walks in order to introduce moisture into the air. 
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